
Big Company backing- 
SMALL COMPANY SERVICE
When you partner with Maxon, you get a team ready to exceed your 
expectations. Our personalized services - Design, Bids, Project Managers, 
Customer Support - all working as an extension of your team to provide 
a simple and successful project. We will provide the right solutions at the 
right price, in less time.  

Our Products

Prefix®

Formal meetings, impromptu dialogues, private conversations 
call for Prefix. This monolithic panel system is a budget friendly, 
superior-quality system with variable height, glass and fabric 
panel options.  Connect stackers to your panels, choose your 
favorite worksurface and add some personal storage to create 
an efficient and attractive aesthetic.

DeXTR™

Today’s environments require the balance between individual 
and collaborative activities. DeXTR’s private and open office 
design supports a variety of tasks with multiple worksurfaces 
and full laminate storage options. That’s dexterity - DeXTR 
for short. 

Smartspace™

With the increase in office collaboration, comes an easy-to-
install benching solution. Smartspace benching fits more 
people into a smaller area and ability to support the growth of 
business. This versatile benching boosts mobility and a healthy 
environment with the integrated height-adjustable base. .

Emerge™

Strike a balance between the open-office concept and private 
offices, with Emerge. This line offers flexible space planning 
solutions while captivating the environment with visual appeal 
and adaptability. Also choose from an array of power, storage 
and accessories to complement your workstation.  Productivity 
will Emerge from this durable yet stylish frame and tile system.  

Cooperative Contract Details
Lead Agency: Region 4 ESC - TX

Contract Number: R191809
Terms: May 1, 2020 - April 30, 2023

Option to renew for two (2) additional 
one-year periods through April 30, 2025

OMNIAPartners@maxonmail.com



MeTL™

The construction of Maxon MeTL is known for its exceptional 
durability. Designed for heavy usage and frequent relocation 
so no matter how your business changes, this desk will move 
with you. Not to mention the rugged good looks and precision 
engineering. MeTL blends designer touches with useful details 
like cord-management. 
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Include®

Choose from mobile or fixed, metal or laminate, left or right 
handed, cushion or space division - Include storage allows you 
to maximize your space and all of its belongings. With Include 
storage you can have your cake and store it too.

Prepare™

Prepare has the right solution that includes teaming, height-
adjustable and conference tables. Easily create a interactive 
learning space, add on to your existing private office, or 
share ideas comfortably in a café setting. Prepare offers an 
affordable solution with uninterrupted power and 
data accessibility.

Adept™

Adept is our stylish, yet simple seating collection. The family 
consists of task chairs, café stools, nesting and guest chairs. 
Easily create a cohesive look in your office with an array of 
upholstery options and comfort controls. 

A simple, effective and effortless way to divide space or wrap 
a desk. This space divider system provides privacy when and 
where you need it. Tackable, moveable, acoustical in trendy 
colors—at a very competitive price. 

Versé®


